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Attendance 
Group Practices  

1st absence- Dancers are expected to know what they missed.   

2nd absence- Same as above. If consecutive with 1st absence, a private lesson may be necessary. 

3rd absence- Same expectations as 1st and 2nd absences.  If consecutive to other absences and unable to catch up, 
dancer may be pulled from the section worked on during absences.  Private lessons WILL be necessary regardless. 

**If any practices are missed and there is not an email or call to let us know, it will be unexcused and dancer will be 
taken out of whatever part is worked on during that practice. 
**Advance notice of absences does not excuse them above and beyond what is allowed. We do not plan around - 
dancers’ unable dates- they are considered absences. 
*It is your responsibility to get video or notes from the missed practice.  Teachers and other dancers are not 
responsible for taking care of this for you without you asking. 
 

Duets/Trios/Solo Practices  
Monthly fees must be up to date or practices will not be held. 
 
 

We require 10 days notice to reschedule practices with 100% fee transfer.  Any reschedule requests made less than 

10 days out will be charged 50% of the practice fee.  A ONE TIME emergency/illness reschedule with no fee penalty 
will be done per dance.   
 
 

If there becomes an issue with duet/trio absences, we may modify the dance to focus on the dancer(s) in attendance. 

In order to maintain the original choreography, the missing dancer is responsible for any extra practice fees. 
 

Private Lessons & Extra Practices 

Additional practices are available if there is a studio and teacher available. Please schedule S/D/T extras with Rachel 
and Groups with Jenny.  Fees are due at time of scheduling.   

Open studio time is available throughout the week. The cost for rental of the studio space is $10/hr and must be paid 

in advance. This time is not with an instructor.  
 

Illness & Injury Absences 

Dancers may use their above absences for illness or injury. Dancers will not be allowed to sit out unless there is a 
parent or doctor note turned in the day of practice.  If a dancer is sitting out, it is considered an absence though 
we still encourage the dancer to attend and watch.  Perfecting dances is both a mental and physical skill and requires 

full participation to stay at the same level and pace as the rest of the group. 

Dancers with medical notes excusing them from multiple practices or requiring modified/limited participation (marking 
the moves) beyond their three absences will be temporarily put on probation until they have been released to 
participate again.  At that time, their specific involvement in the dance will be determined by the director and 

instructors working with the group.  This may include but is not limited to being taken out of certain parts of a dance, 
switching parts to easier choreography that can be mastered quickly, or being fully removed or replaced in the dance.   

All dancers must be participating the two weeks before a competition.  If a sudden dancer injury affects these last 
practices, she/he will be removed or replaced in the dance for the upcoming competition and then put back in when 

recovered and fully performing at the level of the other dancers.   

Dancers’ regular technique class participation will also be monitored for injuries.  Sitting out of classes to attend 
practice is not an option.   

If absences, illness, or injury cause a decision to be made that it is best to replace or remove a dancer permanently 
from a dance, there will be a $200-$250 restaging fee (per dance) charged to the dancer.  If a dancer steps in to 
replace the one removed, she/he will be responsible for all other practice and entry fees associated with the dance 
from that point on.     
 

Competitions 

Dancers are expected to attend all five regional competitions.  The dates are posted on the competition webpage.  

Dancers will need to be at the competition 2.5-3 hours before the estimated performance time.  These times will be 
posted as soon as DDA receives them.  This is usually not until one week before the competition.  If a tentative 
schedule is available sooner, please keep the weekend open as times are all subject to change.  

All dancers are expected to attend the awards ceremony for their segment.  Dancers should be dressed in the proper 

attire (posted on the D2 comp webpage prior to competition season).  All dancers are required to wear their D2 jacket 
onstage for all awards. 

Dancers must be fully prepared and on time at each competition with all costumes, accessories, and props.  Failure to 
do so may result in being pulled from the dance. 



Attire 
Dancers are required to wear all black DANCE ATTIRE to group practices.  Items such as t-shirts, tanks, sweats, etc 

should NOT be worn over top.  PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR DANCER IS DRESSED PROPERLY.  We do not want to have 
to require everyone to purchase practice attire because a select few dancers cannot remember to wear PLAIN BLACK 
dancewear. 

 

Dancers must wear the correct shoes to practice so they are practicing in the same style of shoe that they will 
compete with.   

 

Hair must be pulled back into a bun for all competition practices.  Bangs and flyaways must be secured back. 

 

 

Student Class Effort & Behavior 
Full effort is expected in every practice.  Retaining and applying corrections/changes is crucial to your success.  
Dancing full-out every time is important to your continued growth. 

If a dancer is disrespectful to peers or teachers, they will be given a warning.  If it becomes a continual issue, she will 
be removed from practice which may affect their participation or placement in the dance. 

If your dancer is having issues with other dancers AND IT IS DANCE RELATED OR HAPPENING IN CLASS, please 
contact the office to let us know.  You will be asked to fill out a form so we have a record of complaints and can 
properly address it with teachers and others involved.  We encourage parents to make connections with other parents 
before doing this as often times it is not dance related and is personality related and should be handled by the parent.  
Let’s keep positivity as the main focus of this team! Please do not create drama where there is just normal childhood 

or personality conflicts… there are always two sides to every issue. 

Please remember that how dancers work, behave, remember and apply, and push themselves to do is AS important 
as turns, leaps, or jumps.  We need smart, driven, focused dancers to make the moves actually look good! 

 

 

Conduct & Decorum 
Social Media 

All things social media find their way to the teachers and directors.  It also finds its way to other dancers who need 

good role models.  If you put something online, it’s for public consumption whether the “public” is on your friend list 

or not.  Most things text and email also find their way to the teachers and directors.  Please address concerns in 
person with the correct person and not through a strand of messaging with those not involved. 

Inappropriate pictures and language are not acceptable.  Dancers are always representing their team regardless of 
being in the studio or in D2 attire.    

Any sort of dancer or parent social media issue could be potential for removal from competition dances. 
 

Personal, Age Appropriate ConductI 

Any dancer that is found to have participated in illegal or inappropriate behavior is subject to immediate removal of all 
dances.  This includes but is not limited to alcohol, drugs, vaping, suggestive social pictures, and age inappropriate 
relationship behavior made public knowledge.  Dancers are expected to have a high respect for themselves and their 
teammates by behaving in a manner that is ideal for all other dancers to look up to. 
 

Competition 

Dancers and parents are expected to maintain a high level of decorum and spirit at all competitions.  Negativity will 
not be tolerated.  Any questions or concerns should be addressed to the studio director the week after the 
competition.  At no time should a parent or dancer address the competition director or staff.   

Parents are not allowed in the dressing room unless assigned as a room mom for a specific time period.  Dancers 
should be independent and prepared to dress themselves.  Parents are also not welcome to sit in on practice times at 

competition.  Please allow us to work with your dancer so that they are reviewing the most important things for that 
specific competition without the added pressure of parental corrections and input.  



Parent Involvement 
We encourage parent involvement with fundraising, helping with the kick-off party and banquet, and coordinating 

meals for long rehearsals. 

Parents are encouraged to watch the end of group practices periodically only WHEN the teacher invites them in to see 
progress. It is exciting to see a dance morph into its finished product! 

Parents who choose not to pay for a fully completed costume are expected to finish all embellishments needed. Please 
let us know if you are interested in completing other dancers’ costumes as well (parent will pay you for it). 

 

Parents need to be cautious of what they say around others.  Most things find their way back to us.  Your dancer also 
hears your words and learns from them.  We will not host an unhealthy, negative atmosphere at Duet.  Families who 
do not seem to be fitting into our overall outlook for the studio will not be welcome back the following year.  Any 
immediate parent issue causing severe disruption in our program will be evaluated and potentially dismisses at the 
time.  

 

 

Choreography 
Choreography is expected to be learned and retained by the dancer.  Enough practice time has been allotted for 
however if dancers are not remembering or cleaning choreography as expected, additional instruction time may be 
necessary at the expense of the dancer.   

All choreography is original for the 2020 season.  Dances are set for the specific style, age, and level of the 
participating dancer(s).  Choreography should not be changed in any way unless done so BY A DDA INSTRUCTOR.   

If you have questions about specific choreography, please ask.  Keep in mind that we are setting dances to be judged.  

We do not choreograph anything that will include techniques or skills that are not the dancer(s) strengths and could 
be the source of lower scores.  Not everyone will have the same skills in their dances, nor should they.  Choreography 
should only show what the dancer CAN do perfectly, not what they can almost do.  How a dancer(s) performs the 
choreography ultimately determines the choreography score.  D2 in general gets very high choreography scores 
because they are all set for the specific dancer(s), fit the style well, and are creative (not skill after skill but instead 
include movements portraying a concept, story, or feeling).  

Changes may be made to the original choreography by DDA instructors during the practice season. This is expected to 
be remembered and practiced so the dance can reach its fullest potential.  Complaints about changed choreography is 
unnecessary and overly dramatic- every dance goes through changes.  This is competition dancing.   

Group dances, duets, and trios are set by the choreographer and worked by several DDA instructors to achieve the 
best possible creative piece for the group.  Solos will be created for the specific dancer, discussed with the dancer 
following choreography, and worked by several DDA instructors to achieve the best possible fit for the dancer.  

Solos, duets, and trios will not be allowed to practice those specific dances until group dance choreography is retained 
and performed at the expected level.  We will evaluate this at the end of October.   

All choreography is the property of Duet Dance Academy and D2 Performing Company.  Choreography cannot be used 
by the dancer outside of studio sponsored events or competitions, with another company, or as an independent 
performer.  

 

 

Videos and Discussion of Dances 
While we do encourage videotaping of new dances and changes, these are not to be shared with anyone outside of the 

studio.  These are for private practice viewing only.  Once the season is over, feel free to share actual videos of 
onstage competition performances.  Most dances will also be posted on our D2 YouTube channel at the end of the 
season which you are welcome to share. 

We ask that you do not share videos with others at the studio beyond who’s in the dance.   There is no need for 
others to have videos of each other’s dances.  They are not secret- everyone will see the other dances at some point.  
Our reason is for comparison sake- let’s be excited and focused on our own dances and not what others are doing.   
Everyone’s dance is different because every dancer or group is different. 

 



Costumes, Make-up, & Hair 
Costumes will be offered for purchase in two ways- base costume and materials with the parent assuming 

responsibility for embellishment OR a fully completed costume.  If option to save money and complete embellishment 
by self is chosen, it is the responsibility of the parent and dancer to make sure the costume is completed on time.  If 
your costume is not fully “blinged” or altered by the first competition, we may opt to keep the dancer off stage. 

Costume payments will be due mid-November in full. Specific tights, shoes, and accessories will also be needed. 

Costumes must be kept in top shape so they look new for all five competitions.  This includes shoes and tights.  If 
your dancer is wearing the same things for multiple dances, it may be necessary to replace them mid-season if they 
have become too worn.   

Group hairstyles will be determined by January and must be practiced.  All dancers will need to arrive to all 
competitions WITH HAIR DONE.   

Make-up for groups will need to be the same.  We will post color palettes and techniques online in the upcoming 
months.   

 
 

Fundraising 
 

Each dancer is required to participate in 2 “team event” type fundraisers like a car washes, etc. Some form of 
participation will be necessary from either the dancer or parent before or during the fundraiser(s).  This fundraiser(s) 

will help cover extra things for the dancers. 
 

All ADDITIONAL fundraisers are OPTIONAL. The profits from all other fundraisers will go towards your entry fees and 
other team fees listed below. As fundraisers are completed and profits are received by DDA, your future monthly 
payments will be adjusted. 

Any parent wishing to coordinate a fundraiser is welcome to do so with advance permission from the director. To be 
approved, fundraisers must meet certain standards and represent DDA and D2 is a positive, appropriate manner.   

 

 

Payments 
If payments are returned for any reason and accounts become past due, dancers may be removed from any and all 
dances.  Entry fees will not be paid to competitions if accounts are not up to date. All studio NSF and late fees also 
apply to competition payments. 

There are no refunds or cancellations on the “dance cost” portion of fees once a competition contract has 

been turned in.  If entry fees have been paid, there are additionally no refunds on that.  All fees are 
expected to be paid even a dancer is no longer participating in a dance. 

 

 

Communication 
The competition website will updated with practice schedules, competition info, and other important notes.  It is the 
responsibility of the parent and dancer to check in regularly for updates.  Emails will be sent but are not 100% 
spam/bounceback proof so please make it a habit to check online.  

We will be using the Band app for day of info.  Please make sure you have the app on your device.  
  

If you have questions or concerns, please contact us.   We prefer that both dancer and parent be involved in 
discussions.  This is very important so that the dancer can express in her own words what the concern is, the parent 
can understand what the opposite perspective is, the teacher can tell the dancer some positive things to counter the 

issue, and we can all work together on a finding a resolution or understanding. 

Competition dance is different than other things at Duet.  The nature of competition is harsher and we are not 
competing “just for fun.”  The time, money, and efforts put in by everyone involved require a direct focus of finding a 
way to get the best possible outcome.   Please consider comparing this to any other team sport.  Competition dance is 
competitive- there will be both excitement and disappointment.    

If you would like to come in to discuss anything, you will need to email to the studio schedule an appointment.  Do 
not text or social message the directors or teachers about dance questions or concerns- they will not be answered.  
Please email the main studio account- the information will be sent to the necessary person to get back to you.  
Teachers should not be approached separately as many decisions are made as a collaborative effort between all. 



 

 

 

 

D2 Competition Team 2019/20 

Parent & Dancer Agreement 
 

 

 

 

Name ____________________________________________________ 

 

I read and understand the expectations, outcomes, fees, and commitment of the 
2019/20 D2 Competition Team.   

 

Parent ______________________________________________ Date ______________ 

 

Dancer ______________________________________________ (only if age 9+) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please turn in to the office no later than 9/27. 

 

 

 

 

 


